
TC Meetings: Tuesday 6th and 20th (7:30pm); Planning Board: Tuesday 13th (8pm)

Current Plan: (1) nine dumpsters in a brick structure (18'x25') along foot path behind Village Coffee--would consume

three spaces, they propose to put back one where Saul has his dumpsters now. The 9 dumpsters are 6 for new

restaurant, 3 for Saul. (2) a grease trap to be placed near new cross-walk. Access is via two man-holes in the roadway.

Status: Planning Board has asked restaurant owner to appear on 12/13 to explain the need and logistics of using the 6

dumpsters. No discussion of grease traps as of yet.

Background: After refusing to bring building owner and merchants together for a chat in the Spring, Vic now takes

credit for brokering a deal between local resident (Carlins--live on Salter Place) and the building owner

(Kalafer/Forgione). Yet, the Carlins own Gladstone Tavern, in Gladstone NJ, about 1 mile from Kalafer's home. Also,

Forgione discussed a farm to table idea for a restaurant early in 2016, so bringing it public now seems a calculated move.

The approval they received in 2015 was contingent on trash being indoors--now they are asking to un-do that

requirement.

Restaurant is slated to be 4,000 square feet total; building garage is 8,000+ square feet. This space available space for

grease trap, compactors, waste chillers and modern means to handle the large restaurant's needs). Similar to a large

restaurant in an urban area or in a shopping mall.

Parking requirement was for 1 spot per 400 sq ft of retail--so the only requirement is 10 spaces for the 4000 sq ft

restaurant. But the restaurant is likely to seat/serve 150 (maybe higher at times with bar included)..suggesting a parking

demand of at least 50 spots.

Context: It seems unlikely, and likely unpopular, to stop the restaurant. And certainly unlikely that they would agree to

make it smaller to lessen parking hit. The parking impact could be significant, but that battle seems such a stretch. An

alternative is to insist that the operation meet modern standards and do minimal additional harm to Village and existing

businesses in all other regards.

Potential Position: There is great potential in the rear area; overtime, aesthetic improvements to facades, activation of

the rear stores/restaurants, landscaping, trash improvements, sidewalk improvements, etc would add much to benefit

existing businesses, residents, and the new building owners. The "gateway" concept central to original plan is both

north-south and east-west--its success will benefit all but depends on following through on updates to parking area and

not using it as a service alley. The current dumpster plan and grease trap plan treats area as a rear service alley rather

than a valuable asset to Village.

Parking is very serious, especially for those businesses that depend on a high number of transactions (take out,

stationary/convenience, movie theater, grocery, etc). Survival of these businesses serves to enrich the overall vibrancy

of the Village and the convenience of shopping here. Notably, some have nearby competition--for example, the movie

theater. It is not clear where the parking impact is being discussed, but any business owner will tell you it is critical to

business planning.

Local business owners need a clear view of future in order to plan their own investments. If this deal is to be done, it

should be done in a way that minimizes damage and does not interfere with plans to improve the area overall or the

ability of existing business to thrive and expand.

How: The planning board is tasked with reviewing the proposal by the applicant and considering the relevant law. Real-

time design is not usually done, and forcing the applicant to implement a specific solution is not allowed. But the deal is

negotiated by our mayor, and in that sense all the risks and opportunities above can be discussed outside the Planning

Board if the parties agree. The Township could engage experts to work with developer on an overall plan.


